Angels Attributes List as developed during Ronnie McCurry’s study on
“Angels & Spirit Beings”
This is a study of angels and spirit beings as part of God's creation as they appear in
scripture, and these beings are NOT to be worshiped or revered as Gods in any way! This
said on the authority of Col. 2:18 !
1. Angels are spirit-beings, able to appear or disappear at will.
2. Angels as "messengers" for God interacted with Adam's race, particularly the nation of
Israel, to do God's bidding, often with revelation of future events.
3. Angels appearing in "human" form can eat, drink, and communicate just as humans do.
4. Angels could possess power over humans to cause blessing or destruction, as God
requires, and appear to have the power to alter matter in the human sphere as God allows.
5. God spoke "through" angels on occasion in first-person, using the angel virtually as a
"conduit" or a "loudspeaker".
6. God can use angels for "personal" human contact, as in the example of the angel who
wrestled with Jacob.
7. Angels existed in the primal creation and were present as witnesses when the earth
itself was created for them.
8. Angels are higher on God's "creation scale" than are men or beasts.
9. Angels had and did eat some type of "food" for sustenance as provided by the Father,
called "The Bread of the Mighty Ones" in Psalms 78:25
10. Humans possessed by "demons" (evil angels) possess great strength and cause the
human host to act as a lunatic.
11. Demons (evil angels) recognized the power and authority of Christ, and oftentimes
begged to be spared from being "sent to the deep" (water). Water appears to trap or hold
spirit beings.
12. Exorcised demons could possess swine (pigs) just as they could humans. Note- this
could explain many mysteries surrounding mythological legends of "men- beast”
creatures through Satan's possible tampering with creation.
13. There are different kinds of evil angels, apparently with differing abilities to vex the
humans they possessed.
14. Angels (including the archangel Michael) are lower on God's creation scale than are
Cherubs. NOTE: Lucifer was a cherub, called “ The anointed cherub that covereth” in
Ezek. 28.
15. There is no marriage between angels.
16. The Kingdom dispensation was inseparably connected with Israel and the angels for
God's purposes.
17. Angels do not die like humans do, but can be destroyed as God wills.

18. Holy angels (NOT demons) will never accept worship from a human being, but will
always admonish that the worship goes to God.

